
Windsock Flying Poles 

 

 

 

         Instructions for the Windsock Pole 

Screw on end cap   Butt section of pole when collapsed   end plug 

 

 

1). To extend the pole out, remove the plug, tilt pole so the sections 
 come out. Grasp the smallest section. Extend the smallest 
 section completely and twist tightly against the next largest 
 section. Work your way through each of the sections, twisting 
 tight till the pole is fully extended. 

2). When collapsing place the end of the pole on the ground or hard 
 surface (stops breaking of screw on cap as sections drop inside 
 pole). Un-twist the two largest sections and allow the smaller 
 section to drop inside. Work your way to the smallest section, 
 install end-plug and store the pole. 

3). The bottom of the pole has a screw on the end cap. This is not 
 the end used to extend out the pole. This end allows you to install 
 replacement parts or to clean all the individual parts of sand and 
 debris.  
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Insert rod under rod holders, thru 

ring, under rod holder and into 

pocket. Then install other end of 

rod into other pocket 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Push or drive this ground mount into hard soil or sand.  

The ground mount requires a Ring. The Ring wraps around the Fiberglass Poles and snuggle 
holds the pole in place. 

 

The Line Rig that is 7 feet of twisted nylon line with a swivel on each end which will work 
with all Poles. 

If you have problems with the line twisting around the pole, use the Windsock Arm which is 
only possible for the 28” and 31” poles. 

Remember 

Roll back the leading edges of the wings over the rod! 

Roll up edges of the tail! 

Roll up the ends of the wings! 

 

Attention: The Birds and poles need to be taken down if the 

wind is over 50 km / h!! 


